
2020 Buxton Raceway 

Unlimited Street Bangers Construction Rules 
updated 28-1-2020 

 

Any Saloon type Cars are allowed, front or rear wheel drive. NOT ALLOWED are 4x4s, vans, pick-ups., 
 
You are ALLOWED to use Mondeo, Cougar, Vectra but must be 2000cc or bigger on engine size. 
 
Please do not stockpile cars for this class, If we find that one type of car starts to dominate it will be banned. 
 
The type of contact is nudge and spin ONLY, no follow ins, no turning round, no head ons. 
 
Engine swaps are NOT allowed, the original must be fitted. 
 
It is preferable that cars must remain ‘on the key’ with the original ignition system as manufactured. 
 
All airbags, plastic bumpers and driver’s window mechanisms must be removed. 
 
Original petrol tanks must be removed. 
 
Dashboards may remain in place but any sharp edges must be padded. 

 
Rear bumpers/ tow bars must be removed. Cars with original metal front bumpers can remain but must not have any 
additional welding/fittings. 
 
The gas shocks must be removed from the tailgate/boot. 

 
All cars must be fitted with ‘H-frame’ and driver’s door plate and roof plate as per the Bangers Rules, Regulations & 
Specifications. 
 
Bonnets and passenger doors must be tied shut with seat belts only, max 4 belts on bonnet, no dig dag bars.  
In order to stop the bonnet from moving back towards the windscreen, bonnets can be fitted with 2 metal straps to secure 
the rear of the bonnet. 
 
No additional welding, no Dig Dags. 
 
Only original engine mountings are allowed. No additional engine/gearbox mountings. 
 
No clutch, distributor or cam-belt guards are allowed. 
 
Radiators must remain under the bonnet area - no steam tanks allowed. 
 
Batteries may be moved inside the car, but must be secure and covered. 
 
Cars must have an effective exhaust system. 
 
Suspension must remain standard and cannot be altered from original specification. 
 
No cambering of wheels. 

 
Only road legal tyres ; NO Federal, Eagle F1, Uniroyal Rainsports. Any tyres deemed to be ‘not within the spirit of the formula’ 
by the Scrutineer may be asked to be removed, please bring two sets of tyres in case one set is not deemed not suitable, check 
with us first if you are unsure. 

 
Any size or combination of size wheels can be used but not to gain advantage, the scrutineers at any time can instruct you to 
change the wheels. 

 
This is strictly a Nudge & Spin class and any incident deemed by the senior officials to be ‘not within the spirit of the 
class’ will be severely dealt with. No follow-ins, T-bones, or ramming cars that are not part of an ongoing incident, no 
head-on’s. 
 

Questions to Matt Watson 01663 732526 | mattwatson@buxtonraceway.com  


